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Abstract
Application of carbachol (cch) can induce oscillations in the  (cch-, 0.5}2 Hz),  (cch-,
4}12 Hz), and  (cch-, 30}80 Hz) frequency-range in the rat hippocampal slice preparation.
Using model CA3 cells we found that the time scale for cch- was determined by the decay
constant of I - , that of cch- by an intrinsic subthreshold membrane potential oscillation,
) &.
and that of cch- by the decay constant of GABA-ergic postsynaptic potentials. The known
physiological e!ects of carbachol on I and I - , and on the strength of excitatory postsynap+
) &.
tic potentials produced the observed transitions from incoherent cch- to cch-, and from cch-
to cch- with increasing cch concentrations, as well as the nested cch-- and cch-- seen in
experiment.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Multiple rhythms recorded from the human brain re#ect the spatially and temporally coherent activity of large populations of cells. In this paper we focus on three
bands of oscillations that have been found during animal behavior and in human
夽
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Table 1
Parameter values for the pyramidal cell model for low, medium, and high carbachol concentrations

Low
Medium
High

cch (M)

g
!

g
)U&.

g
+

g
(%)
+.

1}4
4}13
13}40

10
10
6

0.8
0.8
0.2

0.3}0.4
0.2}0.3
0.0

100
100
50

Conductances are in mS/cm.

electroencephalograms (EEGs):  (0.5}2 Hz),  (5}12 Hz) and  (30}80 Hz). How can
neuronal networks generate oscillatory activity in these widely di!erent frequency
ranges? How does the brain control which frequencies are expressed?
Here we address these issues in a model study of rhythmogenesis in the hippocampal slice. In vitro muscarinic activation of rat hippocampal area CA3 produces
synchronous population activity in these frequency bands [1}4,7,13]. The level of
activation of cholinergic receptors determines which of the three oscillations will
occur or predominate [3]. The goal of the present study is to o!er parsimonious,
experimentally testable hypotheses explaining the presence of ,  and -like rhythms
in the CA "eld of the hippocampus. These hypotheses rely on the known cellular and

synaptic e!ects of carbachol, and further allow for the understanding of the transitions
between these di!erent rhythms.

2. Methods
The CA3 model network consisted of 500 pyramidal cells and 100 interneurons.
Pyramidal cells projected to other pyramidal cells and interneurons via AMPA
synapses, the interneurons projected to other interneurons and pyramidal cells via
GABA synapses. The pyramidal cells were sparsely connected with a probability

p"0.1}0.5. The interneurons were connected all to all. The pyramidal to interneuron,
and vice versa, connection probabilities were free parameters in our study. We used
a modi"ed Pinsky}Rinzel model [10,11] to describe the pyramidal cells. Each cell
consisted of two compartments, containing the Hodgkin}Huxley spike-generating
(I and I
), leak (I ), calcium (I ), calcium-dependent potassium (I
and
,
)U"0
*
!
)U!
I
), and muscarinic potassium (I ) currents. We also added persistent-like sodium
)U&.
+
I
and potassium I currents, that are responsible for -frequency subthreshold
,)membrane potential oscillations [6]. Carbachol blocked in a dose dependent manner
I
, I and I [8,9] and it depressed synaptic transmission [5]. To account for
)U&. +
!
these e!ects we divided the carbachol concentration in three regimes, low, medium,
and high concentration. The parameter settings were based on Refs. [5,8,9] and are
listed in Table 1.
The interneuron model was taken from Ref. [12]. The depolarizing e!ects of
carbachol on the interneuron were modeled as an injected current. A detailed
description of the model and its implementation is given elsewhere [11].
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3. Results
We "rst summarize the experimental results [3]. For low carbachol concentrations
intracellular recordings show subthreshold membrane potential oscillations with
spikes during some cycles. Concurrent recordings of the "eld potential do not show
synchronous  frequency activity. Hence the neurons "re independently from each
other. This state is called asynchronous or incoherent cch-. For medium carbachol
concentrations synchronous population activity at 0.5}2 Hz (cch-) was present in the
"eld potential. The pyramidal cells "red multiple spikes or sometimes bursts during
these population events. At high cch concentrations synchronous activity in the
 frequency range (cch-) was present in the "eld potential. Some pyramidal cells "red
on all cycles, other cells missed cycles. For cch concentrations between 8 and 40 M
synchronous  oscillations were sometimes observed in combination with cch- or
cch-.
Our model reproduced the above experimental results. Speci"cally, we "nd asynchronous cch- for low, cch- for medium, and cch- for high carbachol concentrations. We also obtain cch- interspersed with cch- and cch- for medium and high
concentrations, respectively. The transitions from asynchronous cch- to cch- to
cch- were also simulated by gradually changing the values of the parameters from
one cch regime to the other (Table 1). These results are described in more detail
elsewhere [11].
cch-. The cch- oscillation proceeds in four steps, as indicated by the numbers in
Fig. 1A. A population burst is initiated only when a critical number of neurons "re at
approximately the same time. This number de"nes a threshold for the time-dependent
"ring rate. (1) At a certain time, a spontaneous #uctuation brings the network activity
above threshold. The probability for this to occur depends on the excitability of the
neurons, it is partly regulated by the magnitude of I . (2) The above threshold activity
+
recruits more and more neurons in an &explosive' process. The speed with which the
activity spreads through the network depends on the unitary conductance g
of
+.
the recurrent excitation and probability P of a synapse between two neurons. (3) The

slow after hyperpolarization (AHP) current is activated by action potential generation. When this hyperpolarization reaches a certain value the neuron becomes
refractive. The population event is terminated when more and more neurons become
refractive. The details of this process depend on the interplay of I and I
. (4) The
!
)U&.
slow AHP then slowly decays, during which time there is little or no spiking activity.
The duration of this silent phase depends on the decay constant t
. The oscillation
)U&.
frequency of cch- is plotted as a function of t
in Fig. 2A. For the initiation of the
)U&.
population event I should be small enough, and g
and P large enough. Hence
+
+.

blocking AMPA synapses, or decreasing carbachol concentration would terminate
the oscillations. For the population event to terminate I and I
should be strong
!
)U&.
enough. In our simulations we typically "nd an asynchronous activity state (or cch-)
when reducing I
.
)U&.
cch-: During cch- (Fig. 1B) one group of neurons (1) is depolarized and "res in the
-frequency range, and the other group (2) is less depolarized and is subthreshold. The
discharge of group 1 is synchronized by the recurrent excitation. The subthreshold
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Fig. 1. Mechanisms for (A) cch-, (B) cch- and (C) cch-. In each panel we plot the "ring-rate histogram of
the network neurons as a function of time for one cycle of the oscillation. The same histogram is repeated
four (A), two (B) and three (C) times for consecutive stages of the oscillation, as indicated by the number in
the left-hand side corner of each graph. The network activity during that period is highlighted by a fat curve
on top of the histogram. The network neurons participating in the oscillation are (A) pyramidal cells
(dashed line); (B) above threshold (solid line) and below threshold (dashed line) pyramidal cells; (C)
interneurons (dashed line) and pyramidal cells (solid line). Time and "ring rate are in arbitrary units. See the
main text for a complete description of each mechanism.

neurons in the second group resonate to the synchronous synaptic drive generated
by the "rst group, generating spikes on some of the cycles. The spikes are therefore
in synchrony with the "eld potential, and they generate a weak depolarization in
group 1 neurons. The level of depolarization generated by an injected current
I determines the "ring rate of the depolarized neurons. The dependence of the

network oscillation frequency and its coherence on I is shown Fig. 2B. Due to

the interaction with the subthreshold membrane oscillation, the network only discharges coherently in the -frequency range, despite the fact that individual neurons
can spike at higher rates.
cch-: The cch- oscillation consists of three phases, as depicted in Fig. 1C. (1) First
pyramidal cells "re. The resulting excitatory activity recruits more pyramidal cells and
(2) interneurons. The interneuron activity generates an inhibitory synaptic drive that
(3) stops the pyramidal cell and interneuron discharge. The pyramidal cell activity
resumes when the inhibition has su$ciently decayed. The period of the oscillation is
determined by the decay time t
of the inhibitory synapses onto pyramidal cells,
% 
this was con"rmed by simulations (Fig. 2C). The model predicts that blocking either
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Fig. 2. Oscillation frequencies of (A) cch- as a function of t
, (B) cch- as a function of I and (C) cch-
)U&.

as a function of t
. In (B, bottom) the average dispersion  of the spike times during one oscillation cycle
% 
is plotted. See text for details.

GABA or AMPA synapses will abolish the oscillations, as was observed experi
mentally [4].
4. Discussion
The models studied here show how spatially di!use cholinergic modulation may
in#uence the temporal dynamics of the CA region of the hippocampus. Through

e!ects of carbachol on speci"c intrinsic and synaptic currents, this modulation is able
to bias the same anatomical circuitry into operating in four distinct dynamical modes
corresponding to EEG states observed in vivo. The model makes predictions that can
be tested by experimental manipulation of cholinergic levels in vitro and in vivo
during behavioral tasks.
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